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AIRSHIELD™

Protection for Remote Ofﬁce Workers

Provides comprehensive real-time
visibility into both wireless IT and
IoT security threats through
passive monitoring of the WiFi
and Cellular airwaves.

Protection for Remote Ofﬁce Workers
With 80% of IT and IoT devices at home being wirelessly connected, wireless is the new network and new
attack surface.
Enterprises face signiﬁcant challenges having employees connect from home. The number one concern is
the lack of visibility into the home network environment, an assessment of what “should be” against “what
is,” as well as a clear understanding of the device behaviors and potential “back-door risks” from these
connected IoT devices like Smart TVs, Thermostats, Home Security Cameras, USB WiFi Thumb drives, Voice
Assistant devices and Printers (commonly known as Shadow IoT).
Most IoT device trafﬁc is unencrypted, therefore, if these devices cross network boundaries and share the
home network it could put company data at risk. Home IT and IoT devices typically do not have the same
security as their enterprise counterparts making these devices low-hanging fruit for attackers to hack the
home network.

Known Wireless Attacks and Threats

CELLULAR DEVICE ACCESS
As wireless devices may have cellular
access, an attacker may want to ensure
cellular access is unavailable while
performing WiFi attacks — in doing so they
create fake cell towers and deny
authentication to the network.

WEAK ENCRYPTION

DOWNGRADE CELLULAR NETWORK

EVIL TWIN AP

Attacks against weaker cellular networks require
disabling more secure networks allowing for man in
the middle attacks to take place, installing Trojans.

Attacker creates an Access Point and draws
devices towards it through a higher signal
power and/or existing network
deauthentication. Connected devices may
expose credentials or be directed to
malicious services, compromising the system.

WEAK AUTHORIZATION

At-home networks may not follow strong and
required network security practices by using
common/easily recovered WPA/WPA2
passphrases, unencrypted or known weakciphered networks

ROGUE DEVICES

An at-home network used by remote ofﬁce
staff may have WiFi Protected Setup (WPS)
enabled. The access codes to many devices
are well known or easily brute forceable
allowing the attacker access to the network
-

A rogue device, such as a spy camera,
wireless-enabled USB drive, or an open
printer may put the remote home user/
network at risk

AIRSHIELD Key Features
Wireless IoT Security as a Service (optional).
Secure WiFi and Cellular IT and IoT threat monitoring, detection, and mitigation without requiring enterprise
networking services
Identify wireless IT and IoT devices, monitor their connection and threat behaviors through a simple to use
interface
Continuous monitoring provides full 24/7 visibility of IT and IoT wireless devices
Comprehensive threat proﬁles through Wireless Deep Packet Inspection and 802 Secure’s patented
Interrogation process
Real-Time reporting on the threat environment risks ranked in order of severity
Mobile Threat Hunting App for Incident Tracking (ANDROID download only)
Plug n Play deployment supports Power of Ethernet (POE)

802 SECURE AIRSHIELD™ Provides comprehensive real-time visibility into both
wireless IT and IoT security threats through passive monitoring of the WiFi and
Cellular airwaves.

Learn more at www.802secure.com/remoteofﬁceworker
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